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Off switch - Off switch for distributor 1 NO 0 NC 5TE8111

Siemens
5TE8111
4001869210063 EAN/GTIN

748,04 INR excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 5-6 days* (IND)

Off switch 5TE8111 Switching function off switch, number of contacts as NO contact 1, number of contacts as NC contact 0, number of contacts as changeover contact 0,
number of poles 1, rated current 20A, rated voltage 230V, min. rated voltage 10V, rated breaking capacity 0.06kA, short-circuit strength (Icw) 10kA , type of voltage AC, color of
the cap other, light source other, width in pitch units 1, installation depth 70mm, degree of protection (IP) other, switch 20A 1S switching devices for DIN rail mounting for
controlling electrical systems. The switchgear for DIN rail mounting from Siemens as an important part of the SENTRON components for the electrical installation are used in
control cabinets and distributors for switching small loads on and off. Whether with remote or manual switching, latching or momentary function, for infrastructure or industrial
requirements - Siemens offers switching devices for all applications and every area of application. Convenient assembly and connection technology, standard accessories and
a consistent design - these are the hallmarks of the device family. The switching devices from Siemens are primarily characterized by: 1. Extensive applications for switching
and pressing small loads. 2. Uniform accessories in a wide variety, easy to assemble and exchangeable at any time. 3. Space-saving and simple DIN rail mounting. 4.
Combination with remote switch possible. 5. Reliable safety during installation thanks to the grip and touch protection included as standard. 6. Optimum technology for your
safety - only from Siemens. For the safe, efficient electrical infrastructure in buildings and industry, Siemens offers an integrated portfolio of protective switching, measuring and
monitoring devices, distribution systems, switches and socket outlets.
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